
Riddle’s Jewelry
Ring Sizing Guide

Important steps to assure the most accurate measurement

1. Before printing this ring sizing guide, make sure that page scaling is set to 
“NONE” in your printer settings area.

2. Measure the line on the left to ensure it is exactly 2 inches.

3. If the measurement isn’t accurate, please review your print settings again.  
Be sure you are printing full size.
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Method 2 - Measure an Existing Ring

1. Choose a ring that fits the desired finger.

2. Place the ring over the circles below.  Match the inside edge of the ring with the 
closest circle.  This is the inside diameter of the ring.

3. If the ring falls between two sizes, select the larger of the two.
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Method 1 - Paper Sizer

1. Carefully cut out the paper sizer below.  Be sure to make a small slit in the end for 
the ruler to slide through.

2. Wrap the sizer around your finger with the numbers facing out and slide the 
rounded end through the slit.

3. For an accurate measurement, pull the sizer tight over the widest part of your 
finger.  This could be a knuckle.

4. Read the number that lines up next to the slit.  This is your ring size.

Tips for accurate measurement
* Measure your finger later in the day when it is at its largest
* Avoid measuring your finger when its cold, which are at their smallest.
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 *Sizes & dimensions are approximate.

Make sure your printer is set to 100-percent.  Do not reduce the print size in your printer ‘page 
setup’ area. You can verify that the ring sizer printed correctly by measuring it with a ruler; it should 
measure 3 1/2 inches long from "A" to "B".
To open the print dialog box, press CTRL + P for pc or COMMAND +P for mac.

Method A: Measure Your Finger
1. Cut out the ring sizer. 
2. Cut a slit for Slot "A". 
3. Wrap the sizer around the finger where the ring will be worn. Make sure the numbers are facing out. 
4. Pull the pointed end Tab "B" through Slot "A"until the sizer is snug. Make sure to allow size for your knuckle. If your 
knuckle is size in between the two. 
5. The number aligned with Slot "A" is your ring size. 
6. If the measurement lands between two numbers, your size is a half size. 
Example: If your measurement falls between 5 and 6, your ring size is 5 1/2. 

Sizing Tip: Measure your finger at the beginning of the day to avoid incorrect measurements. More sizing mistakes are 
made by ordering rings too large rather than too small.

Method B: Measure a Ring that Fits
1. Select a ring that properly fits the intended finger.
2. Place the ring on top of the circle below until the inside edge of the ring matches the outside of the circle. 

Comfort Fit Ring Tip: If the ring is a comfort fit design, match circles to the contoured edge of the inner surface of the ring.
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